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GOC GAZETTE
Art and Recovery
The Gainesville Opportunity Center is a Clubhouse Model program whose focus is on work
and Recovery. The concept is that Members
recover through working at the clubhouse.
Where, when someone has spent the day helping others at the club, they help themselves.
This is what we do, and sometimes…more
often than I care to admit…we forget that
other parts of our lives help recovery too and
that we need to include that in our days. Our
“Reframing Recovery” Art Show reminded me
of that.

are also about community and having fun.
The old adage, “All work and no play make’s
Jack a dull boy”, applies here. Recovery is
about a person…the whole person, not just the
worker, but the sports fan, the movie buff, the
athlete and the artists. If we can help each
other find those parts of ourselves, as well as
the worker, then maybe we will recover faster,
or at least enjoy the ride more.

On the last page of our newsletter, you will
find our art page. This month’s edition features some the work of the many artists who
As part of the preparation, we spent a Saturday submitted their work. Take a look, see what
at the club, painting frames, drawing and such. you missed and see why you won’t want to
Not only was it fun, but for some members
miss next year’s art show.
this was the first time they had done someA special thank you goes out to Maggie,
thing artistic in a long time. Members said
Christiana and Alexis who pulled this all tothey were “expressing [themselves] through
gether and to all the artists who generously
this frame”, and it was great.
shared their work with us…without you…
We laughed, got dirty and admired each
there would be no show. Thank you so much!
other’s work. We spent a Saturday doing
something fun, with others, and that is recovPam D.
ery too! Clubhouses are about work, but we

The Art Show- a poetic review
The art show was grand
You'll be guided by hand
To come in and plan
The only thing you can
To believe there's more to mentally ill
Than stigmas of that which you can't understand
So try our best we do without rest
Or emotional distress
Or even to be put to the test
To show you what the mentally ill can do
They’re getting active in the community
Time and time through, the GOC has definitely helped me
So yes the art show was another great success
This is how to spend an entertaining night
Art of so many types,
Emotions to be seen and heard everywhere you look.
Who knew we had what it took.
They say you guys did all this
And we’ll say the GOC art show is a show you'll wish you never
missed
By Blake O
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IMPORTANT DATES
7th Ashley R.
8th Zennie B.
24th Michael L.
25th Howard J.
30th Ellen N.
30th Jade W.

13th Columbus Day October:
31st Halloween 1st Blake O.
3rd Manny A.
5th Ronal B.
5th Kim I.
5th Kiandre T.

Our Members at Work: Clubhouse Employment, Education, and Volunteer Work
Employment Quote of the
Month

Education
Member

Location

Degree

Jane B

At Home Professionals

Med. Transcription

Ryan J.

New Horizons

I.T. Administrator

Carlos C

Santa Fe College

GED

Alex S.

Argosy University

Psychology

Volunteer Work
Member

Position/Work Site

Hours/Week

David S.

Dog Walker/Gainesville Pet Rescue

2

Greg W.

Horse Care/Mill Creek Horse Farm

8

It's like Forrest Gump said, 'Life is
like a box of chocolates.' Your
career is like a box of chocolates you never know what you're going
to get. But everything you get is
going to teach you something
along the way and make you the
person you are today. That's the
exciting part - it's an adventure in
itself. - Nick Carter

CONGRATULATIONS TO:

Supported and Independent Employment
Member

Position/Employer

Hours/Week

Andy B.

Kitchen Asst./St. Francis H.S.

25

Sandy C

Peer Specialist/Meridian

9

Regis G.

Clinical Supervisor/Discount Counseling Group

3

Regis G.

Group Leader/Clinical Director

40

Frances S.

Peer Specialist/Meridian

16

Tommy A.

Stocker/Catholic Charities

4

David J

Groundskeeper/Meridian

4

Joel A.

Customer Service/Gainesville Flooring

40

Jade W.

Customer Service/Full Cup

20

Alexis H.

Peer Specialist/Shand’s Vista at UF

8

Ashley R.

Peer Specialist/FACT Team

40

Gregg W.

Courtesy Clerk/Walmart

30

Need a job?
Don’t know what you should do?
Submitted applications but haven’t gotten a job?
We can help!
Stop by Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday or Friday to see Pam or
Brett or call us at 224-5523
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October 2014 Calendar

Sun

5

Mon

6

Tue

7

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

8

9

10

11

15

16

17

18

22

23

24

25

29

30

31
HALLOWEEN

Club Closed

12

13

14

Club Closed
Columbus Day

19

20

21

Club Closed

26

27

28
Club Closed

New Member Interview: Getting to Know Blake O.
Blake found the clubhouse by accident with his mom: they were looking for support groups for
Blake, and stumbled on GOC about 4 moths ago. Blake was motivated to join GOC because he
needed to find new friends. Blake is from High Springs originally, and he continues to live there today.
Blake’s early teens were rough. One time Blake tried to end his life. His dad was a police officer
and guns were readily available to Blake in the house. Blake grabbed a bullet from a box of shells—
it was a 9 millimeter—that was standard issue for a police officer to have. Blake put the bullet in the
gun and pulled the trigger—but the bullet was a dud. After that Blake realized that “everyone has a
purpose in life whether it be personal reasons, unifying reasons, or hateful reasons that even the
world can learn from.”
The clubhouse can help Blake by helping him find escape from loneliness. It gives him something to do that is positive.
Blake has computer skills, and he can mix music. People that know Blake very well say that he is “the strongest kid they
know—not physically, but spiritually.” One goal Blake has for the future that is a daily goal, is to go to the Kangaroo
with April.
Blake likes to make music, play videogames, and make his own card and board games for fun. What does Blake like to
do to relax? Coffee and cigarettes.
What is the most important for us to know about Blake: “Days may come and go, but my memories with you are forever.”
-by David S.
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Video Game Review: Ni No Kuni: Wrath of the White Witch
Ni No Kuni: Wrath of the White
Witch is a Japanese role playing game
for the Playstation 3 that is just plain
awesome. The game starts off with 13
year old Oliver, the main character,
who’s mother saves his life and then
dies. Soon after, Oliver meets Drippy,
a fairy, who introduces Oliver to a
parallel world. Oliver enters this other
world and embarks on an adventure in
an attempt to bring back his mother back to life. During this adventure, Oliver will learn to use magic, meet new friends, and
matures as a person.
Ni No Kuni’s story is at the forefront of what makes the game
shine. The story is very intricate, well designed, and rich, creating the glue that holds together the different aspects of the game.
The battles are another shining point (see gameplay below).
Graphics: The graphics are well done, Japanese Animation style.
They are well done and smooth. When you play the game, you
feel like you are playing a Japanese Anime movie! The animation of the game was done in team with Studio Ghibli, a high
quality animation studio.
Gameplay: The game has 3 main modes of gameplay: battles,
the “over world”, and 3rd person view. Battles consist of a combination of turn-based and real-time gameplay with a little bit of

Pokemon thrown in: you can “tame” your enemies, pamper them,
and use them to fight for you. The over world consists of several
“continents” and islands that you can explore, first with your feet,
then a boat, and even on the back of a dragon! When you are in
the over world and enter certain areas like cities, kingdoms, or
woods for example, the game goes into 3rd person view. In this
view, you can explore the cities, kingdoms, woods, etc. in a 3rd
person view. In addition to these views there is an additional
overhead view when Oliver is in his original world in the sleepy
town of Motorville. (Oliver will go back and forth several times
from his original world to the new parallel world). This view is
similar to the over world view as it is an “overhead” view. Also
in addition to all of these views, at times the game will go to prerendered animated cut scenes. I will mention here that in the new
parallel world there are many places to visit whereas in Oliver’s
original world, the only places Oliver will visit are in the small
town of Moterville.
Control: The controls are intuitive and very well done, using
most of the available buttons on the Dual Shock 3 controller.
There’s not much more to say than that!
Overall, Ni No Kuni is a high quality game with great graphics,
battles, and one awesome story. Even after you beat the game,
there is a “post game” where you can continue playing. There
won’t be a review of the post game here, however, as I have not
played much of the post game.
-By David S.

New Employee Interview: Getting to Know Brett Buell
Brett saw a listing online about the Gainesville Opportunity Center—that is how he
heard about GOC. Brett chose to apply to the GOC for the sense of accomplishment in
helping people. The name of Brett’s position is Employment Coordinator. What Brett
does here, at the GOC, is assist and advise members in order to get them jobs. Brett’s
background is in broadcast journalism. Locally, he worked for TV 20. Brett has been
working at GOC for 6 weeks. Brett absolutely loves working at GOC. He says “It is
fun to come to work everyday.”
As a former hiring manager, Brett can coach members on what employees look for in a
good employee—that is what he has to offer GOC. Brett hasn’t heard about clubhouses
before he applied to GOC. He thinks the way clubhouses are run and designed is brilliant—the way they are organized. He thinks it is great how they allow members to participate in daily club
operations. When asked if Brett would recommend a family member or friend to become a member of GOC,
he replied, “Absolutely! People need to know about the great things being done here.”
-by Mike L.

Welcome To Our Newest Members!

Dave H. and Jake N.
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Fun Facts About Halloween!
Halloween can be traced back to Celtic culture in Ireland. According to their Druid religion, November 1st was their New
Year’s Day. They would celebrate on October 31st and go into
night and into November 1st. All of the people who died during
the previous year would rise up and roam the Earth this evil
night. Lord Samhain, the Lord of Darkness would arrive on this
night and take the sprits to the underworld. Halloween as we
know it today is taken from this Druid holiday.
Halloween was called Hallow E’en in Ireland. Halloween
evolved from "All Hollows" Eve: this originated from the pagan
holiday honoring the dead. On All Hallows Eve, the veil between
the world of the living and the world of the dead was thin and it
allowed the souls of the dead to come back to earth and walk
among the living so people would leave out food and candies for
the dead, in the hope that the evil spirits would leave them
alone—also they would carve out turnips and rutabagas, and
place embers in them to ward off the evil spirits. This is how Jack
O'Lanterns originated.

they did this in part to downplay the pagan holidays of Hallow
E'en but they did not succeed. Halloween as we know it today,
has evolved from the ancient Druid Holiday. Along the way both
fun, frights, and Satanic twists have been added.
Halloween is second to Christmas in spending—people spend
over $2.5 billion during Halloween
Pumpkins have been growing on the Earth for thousands of
years—they originated in Central America as a food crop. Over
the years pumpkins started spreading to North and South America. When Europeans arrived in the “New World” they started
using pumpkins for food. These Europeans took the pumpkins
back to Europe, where they became popular.
Did you know that there are no words in the dictionary that
rhyme with orange? The same is true for purple and silver, but
they aren’t Halloween colors!

The current world record for giant pumpkins is 1446 pounds, and
The Roman Catholic Church created All Saints Day (also called top prizes for the biggest grown pumpkin is as much as $25,000
Hallomas) on November 1st to honor Saints and All Souls
in fall festivals!
Day on November 2 to honor and pray for the souls of the dead—

“The Journey of Recovery”
As I reflect on my personal history, I have to
accept that recovery has been a very subtle
process. So much time and energy was invested in a push-pull internal struggle with a
long, painful negotiation between opposing
forces. I no longer analyze my past in order to
determine the exact origins of my mental illness. In order to heal, one step is that I strive
to increase mindfulness to be more in the present moment than shifting towards past or future. An important part that I do si to do my
best to not beat myself up over what happened. This does not
mean that I cast my conscience aside, but rather that I focus on
making decisions which are motivated by a nonjudgmental position towards myself and others. I work on practicing forgiveness
over perceived failures. Otherwise, I would spend most days
tormented by what went wrong, or what I thought went wrong.
Recovery involves self-acceptance, self-kindness, and many
other forms of self-reflection centered around moving on from
shame and blame.

had a “bad” day. Even labeling days “good” or “bad” whether or
not distress or a temporary crisis happened at any time is an example of all-or-nothing thinking. The main point to make,
though, is the importance of not expecting perfection of myself
since any accomplishment is worthy of acknowledgment. Selfworth is not determined by what someone does during a day because it can be found within at any time.

A huge part of my journey of recovery always has been maintaining hope of any size. Even having a family member or friend
believe in me while I cannot provides the necessary hope to
move forward. I cannot be afraid to lean on individuals in my
life who still provide encouragement due to an unwavering faith
that I can succeed while I want to give up. I have to keep trying
despite all the pain, suffering, and dishonest thoughts saying that
I am doomed to fail. I argue with the enemy inside about my
qualities and possibilities. Anyone who tells me I cannot succeed
or that I'm unworthy of achievements is a person or thing to discount immediately. They do not belong in my life. When I
think, “I am a good person,” I feel a little better regardless of
doubts about it’s truth. The best reminder to make to myself
Although self-injury or other forms of dysfunctional coping skills each day is, “recovery is possible.” Until this is fully believed,
may be used occasionally, this does not indicate that progress has there are many steps I can make towards self-improvement that
not occurred or was destroyed. I have a tendency to slip into a
are signs recovery is well underway. My mental illness will be
black-and-white view of my own recovery, and I do my best to
overcome since there is nothing proving it can defeat me.
remind myself I do not have to start over just because I thought I
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Creative Uses for Your Leftover Halloween Candy
1. Freeze it
Add it to milkshakes, Sundaes, ice cream, and cookie dough
2. Bake it into cakes
Put it on top of cakes or cupcakes, stir it into icing, or bake into cakes, cookies, or brownies
3. Mix it into trail mix
Mix little candies like M&Ms with nuts, dried fruit, and pretzels, (and anything else you would like!),
and make your own trail mix
4. Use it on your Thanksgiving table
Use candy corn instead of marshmallows to add to your yams
5. Use it to wrap gifts
Save pretty candy wrappers to decorate boxes, or stuff it in gift bags instead of tissue paper
6. Bring it into work (or the clubhouse!)
Your candy will quickly disappear
7. Send it to our troops over seas
Organizations like Operation Shoebox will gladly take candy donations
8. Eat it!
Enough said
9. Put it into your coffee
Chocolates in coffee help to make a quick and easy mocha
10. Do science experiments with it!
Go to candyexperiments.com and have fun with candy! Example: Drop a Warhead into baking soda
water and bubbles will erupt.

“Orange.” -David S.

“Joy.” -David D.

“Tranquility” - Brett

“Book.” -Reid S.

“Spirit Walker” - Blake

“Gretchen Parlato.” Jake N.

“Transmission Repair.” -Pam D.

“Aldeen” - April

“Motivation.” Lloyd B.

“Microwave.” -Ryan J.

“Sweetie Pie” - Rosa

“Live.” -Manny A.

“Always try” - Mike L
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“Reframing Recovery”
All the art work in this months edition comes from our first Art Show

Catherine's wall
with just some
of her work

Shand’s Eating disorders
Paper Dress

Pottery by April, & Poems by Manny

Mother Nature - by Catherine

Alexis’ watercolor

Tree of Life -by Charissa

Manny and Dave performing

Peace– by Charissa

Photo manipulation
by Laura

Lloyd reading poetry

In Memory of Jim by Mike L.

